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THE RED CROSS IN THE WAR. 
By 13. C. COLLES. 
THE Red Cross, accepted by all nations as the emblem of healing, 
requires no explanation. But just because its emblem has so wide a 
connotation, the work of the Society popularly known in this country 
as (‘ The Red Cross,”. requires some differentiation and explanation. 
Every soldier knows that the whole medical service of each army is 
carried on under the Red Cross emblem ; it is tile means by which, as 
a result of the Geneva Convention, civilized nations at war know and 
respect each others hospital services. Wilful firing on or  under cover 
of the Red Cross was to us the first intimation that in this war we were 
not fighting a civilized nation. 
But to ordinary civilians “ The Red Cross ” means not a depart- 
ment of the Army, but a lay institution, with the upkeep and efficiency 
of which each individual is personally and intimately concerned. They 
lrnow now that, whatever else they do or do not do, they must “ support 
the Red Cross.” Have they personal’ service to offer? Whether 
skilled or unskilled they offer it to the Red Cross. The elderly man 
of leisure, €he medical man who is over age or can only give part time, 
the rejected recruit, the girl who (‘ must do some mar work,” any- 
one, in short, who for one reason or another cannqt take direct service 
in the Army finds something to be done for the Red Cross. That 
something n a y  be as good a thing as military service; it may mean 
going to France, Salonika or  Egypt; it may bring the volunteer under 
fire. On the other hand, it may mean nothing more eventful than a 
few hours a week spent in rolling bandages at  a hospital supply dep8t 
in the suburbs of London, or signing a cheque for ,&I,OOO, or putting 
aside a penny a week instead of going to the cinema. At  any rate. it 
is something, and the old pre-war catchword, ‘( Everybody’s doing it,” 
has a better meaning now that the thing done is something for the 
Red Cross. 
Of course at  the beginning Red Cross work meant a fashion 
of the moment, and aniong the thousands \\rho thronged to the 
Red Cross offices or sent their cheques, there were the triflers who 
merely wanted a momentary notoriety. At the end 
of two years the Red Cross organization is stronger than it has ever 
been. T h e  triflers have been given the cold shoulder; the Voluntary 
Aid Detachments are filled with women who are content to go on month 
after month scrubbing paint and polishing brasses; the givers of money 
know that their gift even if it runs to four figures, is a mere drop in 
the Ocean, nothing to plume themselves upon. T h e  same job must be 
done each day, the same efforts repeated if the Red Cross is to  go on. 
And as the Red Cross must go on, the practical jobs and the efforts to 
But that is over. 
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THE RED CROSS IX THE W'hR 62 I 
find money for its work have become a matter of habit which will not 
be broken until the need is over. 
What  is this Red Cross organization which has established this 
wonderful habit, not only amongst the people of this country, but in 
every corner of the British Empire and in every country where British 
subjects are found or  British interests are held dear-? We Rill not 
spend many words over its history, but just a few are necessary. The  
important thing is to discover what it has done in the war and how 
the formation of this habit amongst people of all classes and all shades 
of opinion has enabled it to do its work. 
First it must be realized that when the war broke out the present 
Red Cross organization centred in the Joint Committee of the British 
Red Cross Society and the Order of St. John did not esist. These 
two Societies had their separate offices, the one in Victoria Street, S.W., 
the other a t  St .  John's Gate, Clerkenwell. Both had set up machinery 
for bringing voluntary aid to the Army Medical Service in case of war, 
both had trained detachments of men and women throughout the 
country, had prepared schemes for equipping and stamng emergency 
hospitals, and in doing so had had to  face public ridicule when they 
spoke of being prepared for invasion. They had been more far- 
sighted than the majority, but the patriotic people who laid their 
plans, administered their modest incomes, and attempted, often in 
vain, to enlist the interest of the general public, would be the last to 
pretend that they foresaw what was coming. They had made simple 
preparation 4or the emergency of invasion ; they had never contem- 
plated the formation abroad of a vast Red Cross system on a battlefield 
over three continents. W e  need not recapitulate \ h a t  happened on 
August qth, 1914, and the weeks following. Immediately both Societies 
were overwhelmed with offers of help, applications for help, and 
inquiries of ever;v kind. The British Red Cross Society, though the 
younger of the two, attracted the greater attention, no doubt because 
of the magic of its name, and an immediate effort was made to enlarge 
its scope to'meet the needs of the situation. Queen Alexandra, its 
President, issued a moving appeal to the public for ntoney, an appeal 
which during the month of August brought in some ,&Go,ooo. Lady 
Lansdowne approached the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire and 
secured from them the generous loan of Devonshire House to be the 
Society's temporary headquarters. 
On August 12th the first party of doctors and nurses left England 
to carry help to the wounded of the heroic Belgian Army which had 
already suffered terrible things at  Li2g.e: It will always be the pride 
of the British Red Cross Society that it set its foot in Be1gium:before 
the British Espeditionary Force left England, and that no less than 
sis parties of its workers were sent to I3russels in the short interval 
before the fall of the city, that is between August 12th and August 
20th. The nest business mas to send the first Red Cross Commis- 
sion, yi th  Sir  Alfred Keogh, now Director-General of the Army 
Medical Service, as chief Commissioner. His \id;, with Sir  Savile 
Crossley and Lieutenant-Colonel Wake, was to investigate on the spot 
the needs of the distressed Belgian Army, and to form a plan for 
bringing help in its most practical form. All this was preliminary 
2 Q 2  
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622 THE RED CROSS IN THE \VAR 
work, but by it the British Red Cross established‘tliat reputation which 
it  has maintained so completely throughout all subsequent phases of 
the war, the reputation of acting promptly and without reserve, throwing 
its weight where it is needed, finding the right people for its work and 
allowing them a free hand in its esecution. It has been able to do that 
because, as a voluntary institution trusted by its supporters, it has not 
had to fear that it might be called to account a t  each step. I t  has 
received a general mandate to do its utmost to help our sick and 
wounded, and on that it can take a bold stand. 
But at  the time of which we write it had still received no 
mandate, for it had not yet obtained the necessary supplies in funds and 
in material for its operations. That came simultaneously with the 
first shattering episode of the general conflict, when, Namur lost, the 
French and British line was bent backwards in the retreat from blons. 
Sir Alfred Keogh’s Commission necessarily left Belgium, and the 
journey through the north-east of France showed all too pllinly the 
pressing need for some efficient scheme for carrying the wounded, for 
the establishment of rest stations, dressing stations and hospitals, 
and, though at  the moment there was n o  actual shortage of dressings 
and other medical supplies, the imperative necessity of an organization 
able to supply .any and every need for hospital eqaipment a t  the 
shortest possible notice. 
The reports which the Commission made to headquarters in 
London were promptly acted upon. In the first place, Mr. Arthur 
Stanley, now Chairman of the Joint Committee, opened a store-house 
in the stables of Devonshire House to form a depbt to which gifts in 
kind could be sent by the public at home who were almost clamorously 
ansious to be allowed to help the wounded, and from which stores 
could be dispatched to France. At the same time it became abun- 
dantly clear that the first general appeal to the public for money must 
be reinforced in some more emphatic way if the help of the British 
Red Cross Society was to be in any way commensurate with the need 
of the Army. Consequently Lord Rothschild, Chairman, of the 
Council, Sir Frederick Trcves, who already was busily engaged in 
organizing a large auxiliary force of doctors and nurses under the 
Red Cross, and SIr. Ridsdale, who, as Chairman of the Executive 
Committee had been the head and forefront of the Society’s peace time 
preparations, addressed a letter to the Editor of The Times, which 
must be regarded as one of the historic documents of the war. It was 
a cry for help, appealing through The Times to every loyal Briton. 
“ No heart in the British Empire can fail to have been 
touched by the bravery of our soldiers and by the heroic way in 
which they are maintaining the reputation of our Army against 
tremendous odds. For the means to help the \voiinded, stricken 
while upholding every principle which England and civilization 
hold dear, we plead to-day. . . . . . Let it never be said that 
in the pressure and confusion of these unhappy times the 
wounded sailor or soldier was forgotten. Our future is in his 
hands. The least we can do is to afford him such assistance in 
his distress as will make him feel that his country is not 
ungrateful.” 
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THE I:ED CROSS IN TIiE 1 ~ ~ 1 ~  623 
The leading article in which The T i m s  earnestly conlmended the 
appeal to  the public outlined with precision the function of the 
voluntary Red Cross Society as supplementary to the Army hIedical 
Service. I t  spolie of the latter a s  I ‘  the most efficient, both in personnel 
and equipment, that has ever been known, ” but insisted, and \\rith 
good reason, that there are some things which an Army Medical 
Service cannot do in time of war,” and that these things it is the 
special privilege of the non-combatant community to supply. 
Thus began the great fund, which in two years has collected 
more than .&4,000,000, and which, because of its origin and the under- 
taking given by The Times to acknowledge all gifts in its columns, is 
known as  Tltc Tinies Fund. T h e  public only wanted a decisive lead 
to direct its generosity to the point where it was most rkeded. Four 
days mere sufficient to produce gifts amounting to .&IOO,OOO, and 
before another It was 
the immediate success of the appeal through The T i i ~ e s  which led to 
the joint organization of the British Red Cross Society and the Order 
of St .  John for the purposes of the war. The  first appeal was for the 
British Red Cross Society alone, and though no fixed sun1 was publicly 
a s l d  for, the heads of the Red Cross work, viewing the crisis reported 
to them by their Commission, estimated that they must have a quarter 
of a million for immediate needs. By the end of the first week of 
September that sum was practically secured t o  them, and the sugges- 
tion, which came from The Tiiizes itself, that after the first ~200,000 
money collected through its fund should be shared equally between the 
British Red Cross and the St. John’s Ambulance Association, was 
cordially accepted by the former. That was the first stage in the direct 
association of the two. A change of method, which substituted the 
pooling of resources for a division of the proceeds, was its natural 
corollary. A month or so later the two institutions founded their 
Joint W a r  Committee. Both had laboured strenuously through the 
first crisis, and were to continue in some measure the separate depart- 
ments of worli upon which each had concentrated, but from hence- 
forward, as far as the general public was concerned, their aims were 
one and their work was maintained through the Fund which they 
administered together. 
The first work of The Times Fund was t o  secure something like 
an adequate provision of hospital stores and equipments of all kinds 
through the department which RIr. Stanley organized. But the second 
great need pointed out by Sir  Alfred Keogh’s Commission was almost 
as promptly taken in hand. That was the question of transporting 
the wounded from the field to the hospital. The Commission itself 
was able to improve matters by some improvised espedients; some 
railway carriages were begged or borrowed from the French railways 
and made into the first hospital train. But the congestion of traffic on 
the railways during the rapid retreat made other means of trans- 
port by road an imperative necessity. A meeting hastily called at  the 
Royal Automobile Club on September 12th, resolved on securing 
motor ambulances for this purpose. Again the Red Cross did pioneer 
work, which eventually revolutionized the whole system of transport. 
was over that figure had been doubled. 
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624 THE RED CROSS IN THE WAR 
Its officials, in conjunction with the engineering staff of the Royal 
Automobife Club, deciaed on the ,standard type of ambulance to be 
adopted, and meantime The Times added to its general appeal for 
funds a special one asking for gifts of A400 each, the fi‘rst estimated 
cost of building each car. 
Through all this period of the war, until the battles of the Marne 
and the Aisne had detcrmined the confronting lines in positions now 
so familiar that even a small change in them is a matter for encourage- 
ment or apprehensio~i, the constant movement involving shifting of 
the bases far to the west, created immense difficulties in working out 
any system of continuous hospital supply. Sir Arthur Lamley, 
speaking at the Mansion IIouse a year ago, described the situation in 
words which deserve quotation :- 
“ Let your mind travel back for a moment,” he said, “ to 
last autumn when the tide of battle surged madly to and fro- 
now southward towards Paris, now northward again and west: 
ward towards Calais. The French Government were at 
Bordeaux; our base was St. Nazaire. Suddenly a stream of 
wounded men poured into Boulogne at the rate of over 2,000 a 
day. Hospitals had to be improvised, equipment to be furnished, 
stores and drugs and instruments had to be supplied, staff had 
to be found. A great and unespected emergency arose, and 
greatly did the Red Cross organization rise to meet it. Our 
orderlies unloaded the trains, our ambulances carried the 
wounded to hospital: In  the hospitals themselves our doctors 
and nurses, our dressers and orderlies, stood side by side with 
the slender advanced guard of the R.A.N.C., and for many 
days and many nighfs worlied untiringly to- give relief to 
hundreds, nay thousands, of o w  wounded men. At the same 
time from St. John’s Gate and Pall IIall there rained a wlcorne 
shower of comforts and clothing, of medical stores and instru- 
ments and drugs, equipment and outfit of every conceivable 
kind. I do not hesitate to say that, if by nothing else, thc Joint 
Committee by the record of work done in those few weeks has 
amply justified the confidence which the public has shown in 
its capacity for good.’’ 
For some time Paris was the head uarters in France of the British 
Aisne and thither its ambulances were despatched. The whole situation 
again changed, however, when Sir Jolin French s forces were once more 
hurried north for their first famous defence of Ypres. The motor 
ambulances followed to Boulogne, which now became the chief port 
for the embarkation of the wounded into hospital ships. From there 
onward to the present time Boulogne has been the rallying p i n t  of 
our Red Cross organization in Frmce, and there at the Hotel Christol 
the Commissioner has his headquarters. 
With the establishment of the headquarters at Boulogne the outline 
of the present system of voluntary Red Cross aid to the .4rmy 
Riledical Service in France was drawn. It had still to be filled in in 
Red Cross. There its hospitals received t I ie wounded from the battle of the Do
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THE RED CROSS IN THE W A R  625 
every detail; a huge stores depdt, fed from the London headquarters, 
was established there. Gradually with the increase of the fleet of 
motor ambulances workshops for their repair and every requisite of 
outfit had to be supplied. It was at Boulogne, too, that the Women’s 
Voluntary Aid Detachments first extended their worli across the 
Channel. In October a Voluntary Aid Detachment unit, under hhs. 
Furze, crossed by Dieppe to Paris, in order to establish a much-needed 
rest station, and its members were promptly sent back to Boulogne, 
where thej? established themselves at the Gare Centrale. We need not 
follow the gradual building-up of the scheme step by step. The 
opening of the various Red Cross hospitals at suitable points along 
the north coast, and of many, later, Vol6ntary Aid, Detachment rest 
stations, the linking-up‘ of railway systems and hospitals by the 
ever-increasing service of motor ambulances. The point is rather to 
contrast the hasty iniprovisatibns of October, 1914, with the wonderful 
machinery which exists now, and which has run with a clockwork 
precision throughout the heavy offensive begun in. the region of the 
Somme. Many contributory departments sprang up as- the need arose 
around the main business of direct help to the wounded. Chief among 
them was, and is, that which institutes enquiries to trace those reported as 
missing. The enquiry department for missing and wounded was first 
formed under the direction of Lord Robert Cecil, and in the days of 
confusion and uncertainty did inestimable service. Its work is still 
continued under Sir Louis Rlallet’s direction ; its London hqadquarters 
is at 18, Carlton House Terrace, and relatives of missing men anxious 
for news are always sure of meeting with sympathetic attention and of 
securing the most careful and detailed search for information which may 
shed light on their troubles. Closely akin t o  this work is the care for 
those relatives who are allowed to cross to visit soldiers dangerously 
wounded and retained in hospital there. T h e  regular supply of food 
and clothing to  prisoners of war in Germany has been another special 
province of Red Cross work. 
In reviitming the first adventures of.our Red Cross in continental 
warfare it must be emphasized again that the peace-time prepara- 
tions of both the Societies mhich now make up its joint organization 
had been directed niainly towards home service. Thousands of men 
trained in first aid as members of the St. John’s Brigade enlisted on 
the outbreak of war as orderlies-in the Royal Army Medical Corps. SO 
far as they were concerned a magnificent preparation for foreign 
service had been made under the auspices of the Order of St.  John. 
Apart from this both Societies had laid plans for the immediate opening 
of ausiliary hospitals, to be staffed largely by the members of their 
Voluntary Aid Detachments, and these were mobilized under the 
Army Medical Service. The British Red Cross Society, in addition 
to its activities at headquarters, had formed a network of branches all 
over the country with County Directors a t  their head; the St. John’s 
Ambulance Brigade had long F clintained ambulance corps and 
nursing divisions throughout the country. Both institutions were 
ready with plans for opening their hospitals as soon as they were 
accepted by the military authorities, and in both cases such hospitals 
have been supported from the first, except for the usual W a r  Office 
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626 TIIE RED CROSS IN THE WAR 
grants, by the efforts of their own districts. Their maintenance there- 
fore is no cliarge upon the central fund except in cases where grants 
are made from time to time for special purposes. 
Here, then, was the grqundwork for that huge Red Cross hospital 
service at home, which the first Commission saw must be the com- 
panion of the service abroad. Roughly speaking, the problem was 
threefold : the supply of necessities for the immediate care of the 
wounded in the region of battle; the rapid evacuation of dressing 
stations and clearing hospitals by means of motor ambulances and 
hospital .trains; and the prepara’tion of sufficient base hospitals and 
convalescent homes for thg reception of the wounded arriving in 
England. We liave seen how the Red Cross put its shoulder to the 
wheel to secure the first two of these, and through the county branches 
of the British Red Cross Society and the district corps of the St. John’s 
Ambulance it  simultaneously tackled the third px t .  
The two Societies were able, therefore, to place a great number 
of equipped hospitals immediately a t  the disposal of the niilitary 
authorities, and means of still further supplementing these were forth- 
coming in almost embarrassing profusion. For some time the War 
Office was besieged by individuals 1vho had houses to offer to be 
used as hospitals. They were of all kinds, from large town and 
country houses to garages, stables, and even bathing huts. Some 
were absurdly unsuitable ; t other apparently escellent offers had fatal 
defects which only a careful esaniination could discover; many, again, 
were of the right kind, yere accepted, and have since proved invalu- 
able. But the delicate task of sorting and codifying these offers was 
more than the War  Office could undertake in a moment of extreme 
emergency. It passed the whole business over to the Red Cross aRd 
determined to accept the recommendations of its Sesperts. This depart- 
ment of work, known as the Auxiliary Home Hospitals, was first taken 
in hand by Rlr. AIakins, now Surgeon-General Sir George Makins, 
who, with Dr. Stewart and Dr. Fos Symon?, built up the system 
which has now covered the map of England with military hospitals 
of this type. It should here be added that the sirnilar organization of the 
Scottish Branch of the Red Cross, while preserving complete 
autonomy, has done a parallel work in Scotland which is of the highest 
order. 
Before going further we may turn to results and see what is the 
position of this work to-day. The fact that the auxiliary hospitals 
norked under the local militair command are, as alwady stated, 
supplied with equipment and funds from local sources, makes any 
coniprehensive summary of their activities a difficult task, but it 
happens that they have just been invited at the request of the War 
Office to furnish their accounts to the Joint Committee, and a state- 
ment of the accounts of 813 of them has been prepared at the 
headquarters in Pall Mall. That statement shows that there has. been 
a total expenditure on maintenance, administration, land, buildings 
and equipment of ~ 1 , 0 9 1 , 6 2 5  17s. nd.; that the War Oftice has con- 
tributed for maintenance A747,662 8s. IId., leaving a voluntary con- 
tribution of &343,13G3 8s. 4d. These figures do not include rent, rates 
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THE RED CROSS I N  THE \\‘AI: 627 
and tases, but in nearly every case the auxiliary hospitals have been 
lent free of all rent. Had the value of this contribution been assessed 
a very large sun1 would be added to the amount of the voluntary con- 
tribution. The following table of statistics, relating to 753 out of the 
813 hospitals, is noteworthy :- 
Total number of patients admitted ... ... 177,001 
Total number of beds available ... . * *  29,987 
Average number of beds occupied daily ... 18,650 
Average total cost of each in-patient t e r  rueeh, LI 2s. gd. 
The long periods of comparative inactivity on the battle front have 
of course reduced by a great deal the average of beds occupied daily. 
In times of stress the fullest possible demands have been and are being 
made upon the accommodation afforded by these hospitals, and right 
nobly have their staffs responded to the demands. The estraordinarily 
low average tctal cost of each patient per week (AI 2s. gd.) is a figure 
which must be emphasized. It  is  due on the one hand to strict economy, 
on the other to the liberality of the public, which rejoices to shower gifts 
to increase the comfort and beautify the surroundings of the local 
hospital. The free gift of the medical profession to these hospitals is 
as much beyond all praise as it is beyond computation, and here, 
too, the Women’s Voluntary Aid Detachments have done their 
greatest, because their most self-abnegating, work. All honour to 
the women who have journeyed to France, to Italy, to -Malta and to 
Egypt a s  Voluntary Aid Detachment units, but they at least have had 
the compensation of the stimulating spirit of adventure, which twday 
stirs English momen. equally with men. The TToluntary Aid Detach- 
ments a t  home have been content to scrub floors, cook dinners,-clean 
up the surgery, sterilize the instruments, t o  undertake every kind of 
drudgery, including at times duties repulsive to women of refined 
upbringing. Day after day it has been for them the same dull job in‘ 
the same dull place, without adventure and without reward. They 
have “stuck it ” as the men in the trenches have “stuck it.”’ 
“ Indeed,” said the Queen when she visited one of these hospitals, 
“ I don’t know what we should have done without our Voluntary Aid 
Detachments.” 
One of the first cares of the Red Cross a t  home was to provide an 
adequate base hospital, one which could be expanded readily to prac- 
tically any size that circumstances might call for. The result was tlie 
British Red Cross Ilospital a t  Netley. Sir  John Furley, in consultn- 
tion with others, designed its wooden huts Go feet long by 174 wide 
each with twenty windows and four roof ventilators, which were placed 
together in the wide, open space at the head of Southampton Water. 
Nefley Red Cross Hospital is like the well-known advertisement of the 
patent book-cases built up  in sections-it is “always complete but 
never finished.” Beginning with twenty-five of these huts it has 
received one addition after another, and, thanks very largely to its 
Comm’andant, Sir  Warren Crooks Lawless, is  a model of g h a t  such Z 
hospital should be. The various county branches have undertaken 
the support of their own huts; generous people have endowed it with 
its operating theatres, its X-ray room, its pathological laboratory, and 
All who know anything of them echo her words. 
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628 THE R E P  CROSS IN THE WAR 
its electric hut for the trcatment of paralysis. Special smaller wards 
for cases of estreme danger requiring peculiarly delicate treatment 
have been grouped together; another group, known as the " Irish' 
hospital," the beds of which are reserved for soldiers of Irish regi- 
ments, is entirely supported by the generosity of Lord Iveagh. One 
of the latest additions to Netley is the establishment of a technical 
hut, where the convalescents can not only amuse themselves but learn 
simple and useful handicrafts, carpentry, basket-maliing, toy-making, 
etc., which may be useful to them when the time comes for their 
cl ischarge. 
It is impossible, and fortunately not necessary, to keep to a strici 
chronological sequence of events in describing the multiform activities 
of the Red Cross, but it is desirable to recall that the foundation oi 
Netley and the establishment of the ausiliary home hospitals in all 
parts of the country had their beginning before the big constitutional 
change which amalgamated the British Red Cross Society and the 
Order of St.  John under the Joint Committee and made their joint 
headquarters the. present spacious offices a t  S3, Pall hlall. T h e  work 
of the Red Cross Society had espanded, so that even Devonshire 
House was not large enough to contain it, and the Royal Automobile 
Club, again acting as the friend in need, lent offices a t  83, Pall Mall, 
rent free for the end of the pear 1914. Though the Order of St.  John 
naturally kept open its historic headquarters at St.  John's Gate for its 
own administration, it h'as shared the new Red Cross headquarters for 
war work. There the working representatives of the Joint Committed 
established themselves. Alr. Stanley became Chairman of the Joint 
Committee and built up  the machinery of government; the Joint 
Finance Committee, presided over by S i r  Robert Hudson, undertook 
the control and apportionment of the huge s u m s  of money which were 
pouring in through T h e  Times Fund. A little later a Collections 
Committee came into esistence to organize further means of aupment- 
ing the Fund, having htr. (now Sir) Charles.Russel1 at its head. Sir 
Frederick Treves and his assistants of the medical and nursing staffs 
took up their posts there. The basement was given over to the stores 
department, which under' Sir William Garstin's direction soon greu; 
out of ali knowledge, converting Pall hlall for the first time in its 
existence to the appearance of an important business thoroughfare, 
with lorries loading and unloading all day before the door of No. 83- 
Offices were assigned a t  the top of the building to thc motor ambu- 
lance department, which presently, when Mr. E. At. Clarke took chGrge 
of its affairs, vied with the stores department. in strong business 
management, and the rapidity with which it met all demands, whetlief 
from the War Office, the.Red Cross Commissioners abroad, or the 
various departments at home. Bv the end of 1914 it  began to look 
as though the Joint Committee of-the Red Cross and the Order of St. 
John were prepared for all eventualities. The Times Fund had raised 
three-quarters of a million pounds and the machinery for expending it 
economically and to good purpose was well established ; bui there were 
in fact many crises ahead in the innumerable surprises and turns of 
fortune, most of them unfavourable ones, which made the history of 
the war during 1915. 
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THE RED CROSS IN THE WAR Gag 
The entry of Turkey into the conflict and the consequent threat 
to Egypt was the first sign that our part in the war must extend to the 
Eastern Mediterranean. It necessitated the concentration of large forces in 
Egypt, and in particular the diseinbarkation there of the Australian 
and New Zealand contingents, who were on their way to join the battle 
in the west. It is unnecessary to dwell on the landing on Gallipoli 
begun on April 25th: I g I j ,  escept as it provided one of the greatest 
opportunities for service which the Red Cross has known. It WE 
only after the Gallipoli chmpaign had actually begun in this dramatic 
fashion that the Red Cross was able to gain a definite foothold in the 
Mediterranean. Sir Courtauld Tliomson was the man chosen to go out 
as chief Commissioner and discover in what way the Army Medical 
Service could best be supplemented and strengthened by voluntary aid. 
I I e  had.already had great esperience in Red Cross work. Two Com- 
missioners in France had been appointed to the highest posts of medical 
responsibility in the Army, Sir  Alfred Keogh to be Director-General 
of the Army Medical Service and Sir  Arthur Sloggett to be Director- 
General in France. Sir Courtauld Thonison had followed the latter 
as Red Cross Commissioner in Yiance, and though ill-health made his 
tenure of that office a comparatively short one, it had no doubt pre- 
pared him for some of the intricate problems which he was called 
upon to solve when he arrived in his new district, comprehensively 
described as “ Malta and the Near East.” The difficulties of the 
situation were almost overwhelming. With Sir  Ian Hamilton’s forces 
clinging to the nethermost edge of the coast and practically the whole 
of their hard-won territory constantly under shell fire, the great need 
was to ship the wounded aw?y as soon a s  they had received first aid 
a t  the Field Ambulance. Trawlers ,and mine sweepers conveyed them 
to Mudros, the small island port which had suddenly become con- 
gested with every conceivable type of shipping. There they were 
conveyed to the hospital ships for the long journeys to the base 
hospitals a t  Malta, 700 miles away, or to Cairo, almost equally far off. 
The first thing that Sir  Courtauld Thornson found for the Red Cross 
to do was to supply everything, from soda water to mosquito nets, 
which might serve to ease these painful journeys. The hospital ships 
themselves were soon furnished with comforts. Every opportunity 
was taken of sending forward packages of provisions by the trawlers 
returning to Gallipoli after the discharge of their wounded at 
AIudros, and Sir Courtauld Thomson set himself to discover 
what was Iadcing in  the official service in order that the 
Red Cross might fill in every gap. The second requirement 
was for a service of motor boats and other light craft to facilitate the 
transhipment both of men and of stores, particularly at Aludros. An 
appgal was made to England, and the indefatigable stores department 
succeeded in discovering some boats suitable for the purpose, in spite 
of the fact that almost everything floatable had been commandeered 
already by the Government. When the Red Cross worliers in the 
Near East got their boats they were able to move more freely and 
to help the work of the Royal Army Medical Corps in innumerable 
ways. 
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A third feature of the work of the Commission for the Near East 
was one wliicli has survived the Dardanelles campaign, namely, the 
establishment of Red Cross hospitals in Alalta, and, still more impor- 
tant, in Egypt. The Egyptian hospitals are at the present time divided 
into two groups at and around Alesandria and Cairo. Each group is 
under its own Commissioner, while Sir Courtauld Thomson remains 
chief Conimissioner for the whole area. Conspicuous in each group 
are the Saidieh I-Iospital at Cairo and the Alontaza Convalescent Home 
near Alexandria. The Rlontaza hospital u’as the palace of the ex- 
Khedive, was taken over by the military authorities and handed to the 
Red Cross, who estaSlished there a hospital of a thousand beds with 
Colonel Willcocks as Commanding Officer; AIrs. Broadbent as lady 
Superintendent, and Miss Wood, of Gu 7’s Hospital, as Matron. The 
to the sea shore, including its own harbour, and, most welcome of 
lusuries, two bathing pavilio’ns. Everything has been thought of to 
make this palace not only a hospital’but a home. A motor-boat makes 
sis trips a day along the coast, carrying overLninety men. Games, 
indoors and out, are dprovided, cinematograph shows and concerts 
are given three times a week, which, as the Commissioner has already 
said, “liave a lot to do wilh the recovery of the boys, who sing in 
harmony and forget their troubles.” He adds, ‘‘ I doubt if any other 
convalescent hospital in the world can equal Alontaza, and the 7,241 
boys who have been discharged to all parts of the Empire return their 
grateful thanks to the Red Cross.” 
If the hlontaza Home has had special attractions to offer, the other 
hospitals, both those for officers and for men, have done equally solid 
work, and no efforts have been spared to add the graces to the solid 
benefits. Since the withdrawal of the Gallipoli espedition there has 
been, of course, no rush of wounded to the Egyptian hospitals, but 
sickness amongst the troops in Egypt and at Salonilta has given them 
plenty of work. 
While the development of this wide scheme of activities in  the 
Near East was the principal addition to the responsibilities of the Red 
Cross abroad during 1915, at home it had equally striking extensions, 
of which the foremost was the equipment of the King George Hospital. 
That hospital, esta6lished in what was to have been the new Govern- 
ment Stationery Office close to Waterloo Station, contains 1,650 beds, 
and is therefore by far the largest hospital in London. It was designed 
from the first as a military hospital, but the Joint Committee of the 
Red Cross undertook to equip it at their own cost. There was merely 
the bare shell of the building. Everything had to be done, the Xmrds, 
operating theatres and S-ray installation furnished, the dispensaries 
and stores and kitchens plenished, the staff quarters arranged, the 
chapel fitted up: the recreation rooms for the patients, and, finally, n 
garden on the roof were designed and completed. Again a special appeal 
a: part of The Times Fund brought the necessarv money. Beds were 
given by those who valued the privilege of naming them ; other special 
gifts were asked for and almost immediately rccelved ; and the whole 
work was put in Eand and carried through with extraordinary despatch. 
palace stands in beautiful grounds of sis h undred acres, stretching down 
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?‘lie Joint Conmiittee spent A39,boo on the equipment of the King 
George I-iospital, and it continues to pay Ljm a week towards the 
salaries of its civilian staff. 
Again, here, as in all Red Cross work both at home and abroad, 
a personal care for those who come under its aid is its chief feature. 
It is that which most distinguishes Red Cross work from that of the 
Army AledicaI Service. The latter rightly exists to heal the soldier. 
The Red Cross exists to help the man, and at the .King George 
Hospital that quality is particularly evidenced by what is known as 
the compassionate Fund. This fund not only arranges the “joy 
rides,” which are necessarily the chief form of recreation for con- 
valescent patients in a big London hospital, where the delights of open 
air life cannot be given as they are at Netley, for example; it also 
provides from its ample stores all sorts of gifts, including a large issue 
of pipes ana tobacco. But more esscntial work even than the giving of 
some 50,000 cigarettes a weeli, is what the Compassionate Fund does 
to help the soldier who is discharged as disabled. Sui t s  of clothing, 
I ‘  civy suits,” as the soldiers say, are found for whoever needs them. 
Arrangements are made to put u p  relatives of patients who come from 
a distance to visit their friends, railway fares are paid, and the 
organizers of the fund pride themselves on discovering esactly \vIiat 
is needed by each man and his family. 
The. mention of discharged men brings us suitably to those 
imspitals which are concerned with the after-care of men partially or 
totally disabled. They are mainly men \vho have lost their sight, who 
have lost limbs, or who are paralysed, and for each class a special 
provision has been made with which tlie Red Cross has associated 
itself. The work of St. Dunstam’s I-Iospital for the Blind, in Regent’s 
Park, has been so fully laid before the public that description Df 
it can hardly be necessary. Everyone lino\vs what it owes to the 
initiative of Sir Arthur Pearson, and that its work’is more one of educa- 
tion than of medicine. It has been well said that at St. Dunstan’s 
the sightless man “ learns to be blind ”; he learns, i n  fact, to carry on 
his life, tq make himself as far ds possible inclependent of sight, to 
read Braille, to become proficient in any handicraft or outdoor work 
which he may choose, by which he can either earn a living or pursue 
n hobby. 
TVhile the worl; of St. Dunstan’s is largely that of adapting the 
mind to circumstances, that carried on at the Queen Mary Convalescent 
Auxiliary Hospital at Roehampton House, and Dover House, nest 
door, for officers, is primarily an adaptation, in some cases a recreation 
of the body. The idea and its realization was the inspiration of bIrs. 
Gn~ynne Holford, who, chancing to meet a man deprived of both arms 
and supplied with only the clumsiest of artificial appliances, saw in his 
need a great opportunity for private helpfulness. I<oehampton House, 
with its beautiful grounds, was secured and turned into an ideal homz. 
Outbuildings were built in which limbs of tlie most modern patterns 
could be made and fitted. There, since June, 191 j, men who have lost 
a limb or limbs have been sent when their wounds were healed to be 
fitted with artificial substitutes, to learn-to use them, and to be taught 
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632 THE RED CROSS IN THE WAR 
cmploynients as at St. Dunstan’s. Orie of the chief objects has been 
to find permanent employment for the men when they leave, and con- 
spicuous success has attended the efforts of the employment bureau. 
Neither St. Dunstan’s nor Roehampton were started by the Red Cross, 
they have their own committees, with whom the credit for their well- 
being rests, but the Red Cross is represented on these committees, has 
made substantial grants to their finances, and helps them by every 
means in its power. Mention must here be made of another special 
hospital opened by the Red Cross a t  78, Brooli Street. It is small in 
size, its beds have been only recently increased from twenty to thirty, 
but its work illustrates the triumph of modern surgery. Ostensibly 
for injuries to the jaw, it may be described colloquially as a hospital 
for making new faces. The way in which shattered features are 
restored is almost unbelievable to those without personal knowledge of 
surgical science. 
The permanent care of paralysed and otherwise totally disabled 
nien is a work for which tlie Red Cross takes wecia1 responsibility. 
In their future there can unfortunately be no question of fitting them- 
selves to circumstances, of finding employment qnd beginning a new 
life. They are helpless. For. the remainder of their lives they will 
require constant care and attention and special treatment which may 
alleviate though it cannot cure. For them the Star and Garter Home 
1;as been planned at  Richmond. The  property of the well-known Star 
and Garter Hotel and grounds was purchased by the Auctioneers’ and 
Estate Agents’ Institute at  a cost of ;f;21,500, raised by a long series 
of sales held in’ all parts of the country, and was then presented by the 
Institute to the Queen, who graciously accepted it to be turned into a 
permanent home for paralysed sailors and soldiers. The Queen 
handed it over to the British Red Cross Society, who undertook to 
equip and maintain the institution in conformity with Her Majesty’s 
wishes. The original idea was to retain the shell of the hotel building 
but to g u t  it, entirely remodel its interior economy, and to fit it  with 
every convenience vliich could n d i e  it a model of what such a home 
should be. Plans were drawn for that purpose, but later it was found 
that something still better could be done by sweeping away the old 
building and replacing it with one designed in every. particular for 
its new purpose. Iiere the Britisli. IVomen’s Hospital stepped in and 
undertook to raise a building fund of i(;50,000, which should be a 
gift from the women of the Empire to the men who had suffered for 
them. That has been done, but still the women’s gift is incomplete, for 
not content with building the house they determined also to equip 
it, and bravely redoubled their efiorts, asking for a total gift of 
~;IOO,OOO. 1 hat sun]  is now nearly reached, ‘and at tlie same time the 
British Red Cross Society has made rapid progress witb its Endox- 
nient Fund. Two thousand pounds is asked for each separate room, 
and, as in the case of the King George Hospital, many generous 
people have come forward eagerly to claim the privilege of endowing 
and naming rooms in the Star and Garter Home. The difference, how- 
ever, is that the Lt;2,000 is a capital investment, which malies the 
endowment one for all time. One thousand will endow a ward bed, of 
which there are to be fifty altogether. The  permanent Star and Garter 
,. 
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Home will contain 264 beds, of which 214 will be separate rooms. In 
the meantime the annexe of the old hotel was opened at the end of 191 j 
as a temporary home with 64 beds; at  the present time the home 
is full, and is likely to remain so, for there is a waiting list which the 
authorities with difficulty keep down to 20. While, therefore, the 
greater scheme is still one for the future, and will be the noblest 
nieniorial of the war which the country can offer to its heroes, the 
beneficent work has already begun. 
It might be supposed that with the constant need of extending and 
strengthening its work in France and Flanders, with the exacting 
ventures in the Eastern Mediterranean, and with such project5 at home 
as have been here most briefly sketched, the Red Cross had its hands 
full throughqut that year of many trials, 191 j. I n  a sense it had, but 
it also had so many hands to work with that its action could not be 
hampered by filling them all. The Red Cross may-have refused 
certain lines of action proposed to i t ;  it has never refused them on the 
ground of being too busy with other things. It has found both time 
and money to satisfy every c!aim which has come within its programme 
of help wherever needed to the sick and wounded of the war; and 
while our own sick and wounded are naturally its first care, it 1x1s not 
stopped with them. As the Belgian Army gave its first opportunity 
of worli abroad, so in every stage of the conflict that one amongst tlie 
Allies wliich was suffering most severely has found in the British Red 
Cross a true and staunch friend. The Xnglo-I;rench Hospital Com- 
mittee was early set on foot to sift and regulate all private offers of 
help to tlie French. I t  undertook to do for the 1;rench Government 
very much what was being done for our own Governnient by the 
Auxiliary Home Ilospitals Department. English men and women in 
great numbers \\ere offering to set up hospitals for the French v;ounded 
and to give their personal services to nurse in the French hospitals, 
to drive their own motor cars, to act as orderlies, stretcher-bearers, as 
anything which might be useful. It was necessary to distinguish 
betxeen those who wanted to help our Allies and those who \.;anted to 
help themselves. Again the sensationmonger and the notoriety seeker, 
even the spy had to be circumvented, while the genuine offers were 
niost gratefully accepted, and have since been the means of bringing 
most eficient help where it was sorely needed. This was the first 
great work of the British Red Cross for France; the latest, though 
not the last, has been that rendered a t  Verdun by large convoys 
of motor ambulances of the British Red Cross Society and the Order 
of St. John under the command of Colonel Barry. Through sis 
months of the magnificent defence those cars have been going to and fro 
upon the roads behind Verdun. Constantly under shell fire, it is a 
remarkable fact that no driver has been hit. .There have been many 
narrow escapes. One man seated beside a driver was shot; another 
car was hit, and a wounded man inside was further injured. A third 
car was thrown over an embankment, but these accidents are slight 
in comparison of what has been accomplished in the life-saving work. 
The overwhelming trials of Serbia in 1914 and 1915 were among 
the wr,es of our Red Cross. Though the scourge of typhus which 
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followed the second Austrian invasion called for special measures 
which could only be made effective through an organization devoted 
to that one purpose alone, the Red Cross strengthened the hands of 
the workers from Great Britain, France, Russia and America with 
its gifts of medical stores, and dispatched to Salonika a special unit 
equipped with all necessaries and comforts in Sir ?‘honias Lipton’s 
yacht Erin,” which the owner had generously placed at tlie Society’s 
disposal. 
When Italy joined the Allies in the spring of last year, plans to 
show appreciation of her spirited action by some direct addition to her 
own admirable Red Cross service began to be debated in’ this country. 
Sir Courtauld Thomson found time, even among the heavy pre- 
occupations of the Gallipoli campaign, to pay a visit to the Italian 
front with Lord Monson. The Italian War Office’and General 
Cadorna most courteously invited the visitors to make a detailed 
inspection of the Red Cross arrangements. Tliey were enabled to 
trace step by step the processes by which the wounded were cmveyed 
from the first line trenches through the field dressing stations and 
casualty clearing stations to the ‘field and base hospitals. From what 
they saw the two Commissioners came to the conclusion that the offer 
of a convoy of motor ambulances would be the most practical way of 
showing British sympathy and goodwill. Lord Alonson Jvas then 
appointed British Red Cross Commissioner for Italy, and he returned 
to England to report, while S i r  Courtauld Thonison hastened back to 
his absorbing region of the Dardanelles. Meantime a Committee for 
aid to the Italian .wounded had been formed in London; hIr. G. &I- 
Trevelyan, the historian of the Garibaldi campaigns, was busy collect- 
ing together an ambulance unit to oifer its services to the It a 1’ ians, 
It was finally agreed that the Joint Committee of the Red Cross should 
supply twenty motor ambulances, that the Aid Committee should 
devote the fund which it had raised independently to the espense 
of equipping and maintaining the unit ,  which should go out under 
bIr. Trevelyan’s charge. This was the British-Italian unit No. I ; it 
started in August and got to work at the station appointed for it 
on September 1st. A second smaller unit, having sis motor ambu- 
lances, followed on November Ist, and a third, this time with twenty- 
five motor ambulances, was added in February 1916. The first unit 
arrived in time, therefore, to take an important share in the big Italian 
offensive of fifty days’ duration which took place in October and 
November, and their indefatigale effort throughout that period won 
the entire confidence of the Italians: I t  earned the reputation of a 
lucky unit, largely because in the terrible state of the mountain roads 
throughout the bad winter weather the British cars stood the strain on 
more than one occasion when the Italian cars broke down. This, 
however, Mr. Trevelyan has suggested, was neither altogether a matter 
of luck nor due to any intrinsic superiority in the cars, but to the 
British plan of appointing car officers, who supervise the running of 
the cars, insjst on careful driving and prevent overloading. The 
number of kilometres traversed by the three units during the month 
of bIay, I ~ I G ,  with the number of wounded carried by each, is given 
in  the following table :- 
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- 
September, 1915 to May, 1916, Unit No. 1 ... 
Nokernbet, 1915 to May, 1916 , ,, 2 ... 
February, 1916 to  May, 1916 ,, 3 ... 
Totals ... ... ... ._. ... 
Ambulances. Lorries. I I 
Kilometres. I Numbers carried. 
2053,4?3 28,122 
46,431 6,195 
89,689 18,036 
341,543 46,353 
Touring 
Cars. I Cycles. Total. Numbers carried. 
19,616 k/ 5,302 
3... 21,488 
Total ...I -16,406 
~~~ . 
q91G 9 1"s 1,196 ?6,156 3,nnS 
3,) 1 T:G% I 1,434 1 8,300 1 1,33S 
2,593 2,293 2,091 28,467 4,093 
5,641 I G,354 1 4,721 I 63,0?2 I 7,4553 
THE RED CROSS IN TIiE W A R  635 
The  numbers, however, require supplementing, since they show 
that the small unit No. 2 ,  while covering a much smaller kilometrage 
than either of the others, carried a disproportionately large number of 
wounded in this particular month. Looking a t  the returns for the 
whole period u p  to May during which the units have been on active 
service, we discover the number to be as follows:- 
So that No. I, with its long and arduous.service through the 
winter months, has done the lion’s share of work. 
A fourth unit h i s  been sent to Italy. I n  point of time it is thci 
third, for it began its work on Christmas Eve last, nearly two months 
before the arrival of unit No. 3. But it is of a special nature, not a 
carrying unit, but one for radioscopic examination. This unit, under 
the charge of the Countess Gleichen, carries a complete outfit for all 
forms of what is  popularly known as X-ray work. It travels from 
hospital to hospital making esaminations, on the results of which 
operations are undertaken. The  following from a recent report gives 
a fair sample of the work done :- 
“ T h e  new director (a surgeon) had in eleven men who had 
just arrived from a night attack all superficially wounded in 
arms and legs; radioscoped them, marked on their skins where 
we saw the foreign body, sent them on into the operating room, 
and between 9.30 and 12 o’clocl~ the two other surgeons removed 
nine bits of shrapnel and one rifle bullet. Then came four 
desperately wounded cases. We radioscoped and found metal 
in each case, so we radiographed and localized them. Two were 
saved, but two who were bleeding internally died before they 
could operate.” . 
So the work proceeds, and in these ways the workers from our 
Red Cross, the only representatives of a foreign country who are taking 
part in the Italian operations on land, are constantly cementing the 
friendship between Great Britain and Italy by their goo3 deeds. We 
have dwelt with some particularity on this side of British Red Cross 
VOL. LSI. 2 R  
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work because comparatively little is known of it. The pcople of this 
country still too little understand the immense difficulties in which 
Italy has been conducting her campaign, and some have even asked 
why our Red Cross should bestow so much in her service. The  
answer is, first, that Italy needs and deserves it; secondly, that what 
we have done for her has not been at  the expense of our own soldiers 
and sailors; and lastly, that. it is the glory of our Red Cross that 
whatever its hand finds to do it does it with all its might. 
T h e  most important espansions of the present year remain to ?,e 
iraced. These espnnsions are mainly in three areas, Salonika, British 
East Africa and hIesopotamia. 
After the last disastrous invasion of Serbia, the result of Bulgaria’s 
decision to throw in her lot with the Central Powers, the concentra- 
tion of British and French troops at  Salonikg, determined the Red 
Cross authorities to make provisions beforehand for whatever course 
the campaign might take there. Early in this year, therefore, they 
established an immense stores depbt in Salonika, sending out the 
largest single consignment of stores of all kinds which the stores 
department has dispatched a t  one time. Its value was &20,000; the 
goods were packed in over 2,000 bales and cases, and weighed 250 
tons. The long list, which included every conceivable kind of hospital 
clothing, began with 15,000 dozen shirts and 10,000 night-shirts. 
Mr. E. A. Ridsdale had already proceeded to Salonika to represent the 
joint Committee there as Commissioner. He received the stores, 
mgether with others shipped from RIudros after the evacuation of 
Gallipoli, and arranged for proper accommodation for the Red Cross 
service. Though the espectation of immediate hostilities on a large 
scale has not been fulfilled, yet this policy of taking time by the fore- 
lock has been amply justified. The  Salonika stores have been invalu- 
able, not only to our men suffering from the effects of a treacherous 
climate, but also to the sick and wounded in the French and Belgian 
hospitals. RI. Labadens, Director-in-Chief of the French Medical 
Service at Salonika, has expressed his thanks to  the present Commis- 
sioner, ah-. Fitzpatrick, in the following terms :- 
‘‘ En vous retournant le r e p  ci-joint, je tiens h vous ex- 
primer mes sinckres remerciements pour la gCnCrositt5 dont vous 
faites preuve v i s - h i s  de nos formations. Vous avez dCjh fait 
parvenir rCcemment des approvisionnements importants A nos 
bitiments-hbpitaux et vous venez de contribuer A l’amdlioration 
de notre hbpital pour contagieux. 
“ Je vous prie d’Ctre mon interprete auprbs de votre Socidth 
pour l’intdret que, par votre entremise, elle veut bien manifester 
A nos hbpitaux.” 
The  second new commission to be appointed was that of British 
East Africa, and the Joint Committee was fortunate in securing as 
Commissioner Lieutenant-Colonel hlontgomery, who had an intimate 
knowledge of the country, and who left England with a small staff 
early in the New Year. The  Joint Committee had previously made 
grants to help the ambulance service in British East Africa, but it 
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was felt that the time was now ripe for a more definite action. The 
Commissioner was given a grant of , & I o , ~  to employ in such way 
as his judgment might direct, and since then several motor ambulances, 
the bodies painted white and .specially designed with ventilators anJ 
electric fans to mitigate the intense heat. have been dispatched to him. 
But the most important and certainly the most urgently needed 
effort .of this year has been i’hat undertaken for Mesopotamia. AIany 
will remember the incidental mention in the official despatch of the 
fact that a Red Cross gift of clothing arrived just i n  time to be a very 
real boon to General l’ownshend’s gallant but ill-fated garrison at 
Kut. I t  was certainly not for lack of trying that the Red Cross did 
not succeed in doing more than it actually did for the earlier stages 
of tlie Persian Gulf espcdition. It is, of course, inipossible to enter into 
any details on this subject at this moment, when Parliament is still 
awaiting the promised papers on the conduct of the expedition. We 
will only recall that somehow, in spite of all difficulties, the Red Cross 
got its stores up to Kut. Now its help is being accepted by the 
authorities in a larger measure. A h .  Ridsdale was able to go on from 
Salonilra to Basra arid to penetrate to Amarah. He reported : ‘‘ The 
Medical Service, and of course to a still greater degree the Red Cross, 
has to be content with what odds and ends [of transport vessels] it can 
manage to persuade those responsible for the ordnance supplies to 
afford it. There is one exception, the hospital ship called the 
‘Sikkim,’ whic11 is of course earmarked for medical and Red Cross 
stores. There was a second, the Coroniandel,’ but it is broken 
down.” hlr. ,Ridsdale was received by Si r  Percy Lake, who, “ with 
tlie greatest wish in the world to be of assistance to us  . . . . has 
explained the position he is placed in, and has entirely satisfied me 
that I cannot reasonably press for the Red Cross stores to be allowed 
space on the up-river steamers at the present moment.” This is the 
same-problem as that which Sir Courtauld Thomson had to confront in 
Gallipoli last year, but complicated by the restrictions of the river. 
Now a department of the Red Cross at home is busily engaged in 
supplying an efficient service of shallow draft boats, propelled by 
paraffin or petrol, for the rapidly developing Red Cross work on the 
Tigris. Twenty launches have been dispatched and are doing excel- 
lent work. . Four of these are small “ runabouts,” the other sixteen 
measure 40 ft. by gft., with a draft of 2 ft. 4 ins. By tlie time that 
this number of the JOURNAL is published it is probable that eight more 
such launches, with a steam tug, will be on their way to the scene of 
action, if they have not actually arrived. With this fleet, and with 
the new arrangements made by which Colonel Gould in Bombay 
controls the supply of all necessary stores in conjunction with the 
department in Pall Mall, the Red Cross has great hopes of materially 
aiding the Army Medical Service in effectin the much-needed trans- 
Having thus barely outlined the major activities of the Red Cross 
in the further fields of the war, we return to what, after all, is the 
matter of greatest concern, the help being carried to our wounded 
who, at  the moment of writing, are pursuing the implacable offensive 
formation in the care of the wounded in the f A Iesopotamian expedition. 
.2 R 2 
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begun in the region of the Somme on July 1st. We have seen how 
the complex organism wa5 gradually constructed stage by stage 
through the first months of the war. S i r  Arthur Lawley succeeded 
Sir Courtauld Thdmson in France and carried on the work with untiring 
energy and conspicuous success through ‘915. He was succeeded a 
few months ago by Lord Donoughmore, who now holds office as the 
Chief Red Cross Commissioner in France. Under him there are now 
ten hospitals and convalescent homes, amongst which the St.. John’s 
Brigade Hospital at Etaples, with 520 beds, is a conspicuously fine 
example. The  Red Cross has supplied four hospital trains, and the 
women’s V.A.D.’s have established rest stations at all important points 
on the lines of communication. Special stress may be laid on the motor 
ambulance and transport service, because it is, in fact, what the circula- 
tion of the blood is to the human body. In every crisis the successful 
care of the wounded depends on their rapid and, 3s far as possible, 
comfortable transport from the front to the base. IVithout the motor 
ambulances the hospital work, both abroad and at home, would be 
Firalysed, and in this-vital work the Joint Committee’s ambulances 
are taking their full share. Five of its convoys are working behind 
the British lines, and the whole of the work on the lines of communica- 
tion is now undertaken by others of them. This is escwdingly 
important, for it must be remembered that ever since the early stages 
of the war the Red Cross, loyally fulfilling the demands of the War 
Office, has refused to take into its service as  drivers men of military 
age and fitness. The number of such men remaining with it has been 
reduced to a minimum. By undertaking the worli on the lines of 
communication the enlisted Army drivers with their cars are set free 
for the more arduous tasks. For some of the base work in France 
women drivers are being employed with highly satisfactory results, 
There are about IOO of them altogether, and the motor ambulance 
service a t  Le TrCport, the last base to be taken over from the Army 
by the Red Cross, is now entirely run by twenty-five of these women, 
A high official of the W a r  Office lately told the manager of the Red 
Cross motor ambulance department that nothing had impressed him 
in France so much as the rapidity and skill with which the wounded 
are evacuated, and the public at home has the means of corroborating 
the statement as it daily congregates round Charing Cross,station and 
watches the arrival of the wounded who less than twenty-four hours 
before were :hemselves in the thick of the fight. The soldier himself 
cannot realize, and nobody wants him to realize, what espendihre 
of care and thought and money and energy his “ ticket to Ijlighty ” 
costs, but it is largely owing to the Red Cross that when he gets it, 
it proves to be a first-class one. The only comprehensive way of 
illustrating this is in the form of a table, and the following, which 
accounts for all the Red Cross vehicles on active service on June 3 0 t h ~  
1916, making a total of 2,063 motordriven vehicles, may serve the 
purpose. These figures .have not been published before. Incidentally 
they show, by comparison with those of June, 1915, that the motor 
fleet of the Red Cross has been more than doubled in the last twelve 
months. 
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British Army 
in France 
a"d 
Belgium. 
Type of Car. 
Miscel- 
laneous Mediter- ",i:,!etve Hospitals in ranean, 
French, Bel- F r ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ " d  ;IIesopo- Serbia, 
gium* Italian Ambulance tnrnia and 
and Russian Commit,ee 
of French E. Africa. 
British Armies. 
I Red Cross. I I I 
Motor Ambulances' 1,056 144 
I 
Lorries ... ...I S-i 
Repair IVagons .. 9 1  2 
44 G4 
s G 
1 - 
Soup Kitchens ...I 
16 1 - 1 - 
Brakes and Buses 13 I - 1 - 1  - 
Touring Cars ... 
Other Cars ... 
Netor Cycles 
Total ... ... 
Postal Vans ... 
18 
1 
155 I 
55 I - 5 
69 1 5 S 
1,4SO 172 1 GO 
3 1  - 
Home 
Service. 
1 G 1  
5 
- 
- 
1 
61 
en 
1 
2.53 
639 
Total. 
1,4G9 
I11 
12 
17 
14 
25 1 
53 
83 
3 
2,063 
Finally, a word about the people who have done this great work 
and who will continue to do it as long as the war lasts, and after 
while the need continues. Those people are not only the doctors 
and nurses who serve the hospitals, the V.A.D.'s, the mer! and women 
who drive the ambulances, the orderlies, mechanics, cooks, clerical 
staff, storekeepers, warehousemen, and packers; they are not only the 
organizers who, ever since the war began, have sat in the Pall Mall 
offices controlling their departments or  journeyed into the wilds, risking 
health and sometimes life itself, to straighten out the business and 
smooth the way of the wounded man. Behind all these there are the 
people who have provided the money. The T i n m  has already 
acknowledged ~ 4 , 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 .  It has come from members of every class 
of society; it has been raixd in a thousand different ~ 7 a - y ~ .  First 
come the individual gifts, some in thousands of pounds, some in pence. 
The King  .and Queen, Queen Alexandra and members of the Royal 
Familv have set the exmple  which has been followed in every part of the 
Empire, by British subjects living outside the Empire, and by members 
of allied and neutral nations. From Lord Astor, who began The 
Times fund with i(;20,000, to a workhouse inmate who pressed two 
halfpennies into the hand of a guardian, with the words " for the poor 
soldiers " ; all these countless individuals have played their part as 
Red Cross workers. 
One of the chief activities of Sir  Charles Russell's Collections 
Committee has been to bring the claims of the Red Cross before 
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representatives of the principal trades of the country. A very large 
proportion of the total fund has been provided by the trades who, 
forming their own committees, have vied with one another in raising 
money for the Red Cross. The leather trade, the wholesale textile 
trade, millers, grocers, confectioners, drapers, meat importers, and 
butchers, haye made their contributions ; but the most remarkable of 
these special efforts has been the British Farmers’ Red Cross Fund. 
Rfr. Herbert Brown succeeded in firing the enthusiasm of the agricul- 
turalists of this country with the. proposal that they should find 
E I O O , ~  for this work. From the first it was agreed that the Farniers’ 
Fund should be devoted to the most urgent branches of the work as 
they occurred. A hospital in France, an X-ray apparatus, help for  
the Serbians were among the earlier of these objects. Later, a motor- 
ambulance convoy, work in Malta and the Near East, and the endow- 
ment of the Star and Garter Home were appealed for. While a 
large proportion of the ~ I O O , O O O  was raised by the gifts of individuals, 
the happy idea of holding large jumble sales in every county, to 
which the farmers could give not money but farm-produce, proved so 
successful that at the present time not ~roo ,ooo ,  but nearly ~ ~ o o , o o o  
has been received from the Farmers’ Fund, and it is expected t!?at 
by the end of the year its contribution will have reached half a million. 
Next to the farmers the most remarkable corporate effort at home. 
has .been that of the coal-owners and coal-workers for the provision 
of motor-ambulances. Ah-. Dennis Bayley, who himself was a motor 
driver for the Red Cross early in the war, is primarily responsible 
for this fund, which now is the main reservoir for the upkeep and 
extension of the transport of wounded service. hlr. Bayley went to 
the blidlands and told his personal experience of the work that the 
ambulances were doing. The coal-workers agreed to a voluntary tax, 
the owners to devote a proportion of profits. The movement begun 
in the mines by the. Midland Counties Colliery Owners’ Association 
spread throughout the coal regions of England ilnd of Wales. 
The Lord hiayor of London raiscd &130,000 in the City; churches 
of every denomination have produced en equal amount in two years 
of collection. Two great sales of works of art held in the spring of 
rgrj and 1916 by AIessrs. Christie, Manson 8 Woods produced together 
nearly it;~,ooo. 
But we must pass over many admirable efforts made at home 
in order to touch on those of the Dominions. Australia sent its 
first gift of &I,OOO within a fortnight of the declaration of war, 
and continued sending its gifts in instalments until, in Map, 
icjr.5, its contribution had exceeded a&~oo,ooo. Not only this, 
but immense consignments of goods, from blankets to frozen 
carcases of meat, were sent either to be sold for the lied Cross, or 
to be used ’by the stores department. Similarly, New Zealand sent 
large sums  of money and gifts in kind with the understanding that 
when the Australian and New Zealand contingents came into action 
the Joint Committce should supply the needs of their wounded. 
Canada’s first care was to organize a n  elaborate and highly efficient 
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THE RED CROSS IN THE WAR 
Red Cross service for its own troops, but when the Joint Committee 
had been in existence for a year, and the first anniversary of its birth- 
day was celebrated on " Our Day " (a special appeal for its work made 
throughout the  Empire), Canada made the most princely responde. 
The province of Ontario alone sent ,&300,000 and other provinces 
contributed liberally. Egypt sent over ,&~;IOO,OQO on the same occasion; 
India, South Africa, and the smaller Colonies contributed with the 
utmost liberality. 
The  " Our Day " appeal at home and abroad brought in upwards 
of three-quarters of a million, and it may be noted that a similar appeal 
is now being made for " Our Day " on October 19th of this year, 
and that the Doniinioris and Colonies have telegraphed their deter- 
mination to redouble their efforts. 
It is impossible to predict what the needs of the future may be, 
but esperienct: has taught two things; first, that the voluntary Red 
Cross organization will continue to the end to strengthen the hands 
of the Army Medical Service; and, secondly, that the civilian popula- 
tion of the Empire will see to i t  that the Red Cross suffers no shortage 
of supplies. The Red Cross is the chief- weapon with which the 
civilian population can help to win the war and thank the soldier. 
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